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Monarch Truck Center San Jose Relocating April 29th 2024 to a New State-of-the-Art Facility 

San Jose, CA  

Monarch Truck Center, a trusted name in the Bay Area for over four decades, announces its 

upcoming move to a new and improved location in San Jose, scheduled for April 29th, 2024. 

Since its establishment in 1976, Monarch Truck Center has been the go-to destination for all 

medium-duty truck needs, proudly serving the community with top-notch service and an 

extensive lineup of commercial trucks. 

As an authorized dealer for leading brands such as Isuzu Commercial Trucks, Hino Commercial 

Trucks, the innovative REE Electric Truck line and GreenPower Electric Trucks, Monarch Truck 

Center has been at the forefront of providing cutting-edge solutions to its valued customers. 

The decision to relocate comes as a result of eminent domain action taken by the Santa Clara 

Valley Transit Authority (VTA). The move is necessitated by the plans to commence the 

construction of a BART expansion terminal at 195 N. 30th Street, where Monarch Truck Center 

has been a longstanding presence. Despite the challenges posed by the relocation, Monarch 

Truck Center sees this as an opportunity for growth and improvement. 

The new Monarch Truck Center facility will be located at 1015 Timothy Road, San Jose, CA 

95133. This state-of-the-art location is carefully designed to enhance the overall customer 

experience, offering a more spacious and modern environment for clients seeking medium-

duty truck solutions. 

Tony Guetersloh, Vice President-General Manager of Monarch Truck Center, expressed 

enthusiasm about the move and the prospects it holds for the company and its customers. 

"Our new facility at 1015 Timothy Road is a testament to our commitment to providing 

exceptional service and cutting-edge solutions. We are excited about the opportunities this 

move brings and look forward to continuing to serve our customers with the same dedication 

and expertise they have come to expect from Monarch Truck Center." 

For more information about Monarch Truck Center and its upcoming relocation, please contact 

Tony Guetersloh at 408-275-0500 or via email at tguetersloh@monarchtruck.com. 

About Monarch Truck Center: Established in 1976, Monarch Truck Center has been a leading 

provider of medium-duty trucks in the Bay Area. As an authorized dealer for Isuzu Commercial 

Trucks, Hino Commercial Trucks, the REE Electric Truck line and GreenPower Electric Trucks, 

Monarch Truck Center is dedicated to meeting the diverse needs of its customers with quality 

products and exceptional service. 


